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Week 6 July 16, 2013 
In your box this week: 

Bagged lettuce 
Sweet Basil 

Beets 
 

Cauliflower or broccoli (standard 

shares only) 

Green beans 
Onions (sweet) 

Raspberries (large shares) 

Sweet corn 
Tomatoes 

Zucchini and/or Summer squash 
Hot and sticky summer has arrived bringing joy to many of our vegetable crops.  (Personally, I think they are crazy to be thriving 

in this hot weather so well.)  Although the insects have been relatively few this year, thanks to that loooong, cold winter, a few 

managed to suffer through and the corn earworm moth was one of them.  The moth lays eggs on the corn silk and after 

hatching the caterpillar finds its way to the corn tip and munches its way to a handsome size and then moves on to its next life-

cycle or gets removed with the tips (as you see with your corn) and fed to our chickens, leaving the corn ears looking rather 

untidy.  This happened last year as well and after the early corn, the coming bi-color was unaffected and beautiful and we are 

hoping for the same this year, but we will probably take preventative measures by putting a dab of mineral oil on all of the silks 

to prevent the eggs from taking hold there.  We will have many weeks of corn to come; although I am not sure if there will be 

another picking of early corn before the robust super-sweet corn is ready in a few weeks. 
Raspberries continued to ripen this week and produced 
enough for a few more ½ pint containers that are going 
out to the standard shares.  We were happy and 
impressed with the yield of these young plants and look 
forward to a flush season next year!   
 
Lettuce is among the vegetables that does NOT enjoy 
this heat and proves it by sending up a flower stalk as 
fast as it can so that its children can live on through its 
seed.  This is what is meant when a plant “bolts”; it is 
going to seed in a hurry.   
The lettuce that is bagged for you is a butter head 
lettuce like the heads that you had earlier in the season 
but we have removed it stalk and bagged it loose.  
Because we picked the lettuce in such hot weather, this 
ensures quicker cooling and will make the lettuce much 
longer lasting. 
 
Green beans like the heat, (but really not much warmer 
than this, please) and are doing really well this year.  
The beans this week are tender and delicious; just snap 
off the stems and eat or steam them or use them in a 
recipe.  If you should ever get more beans than you can 
use for the week, you may want to freeze them; rinse, 
de-stem and drop into boiling water for 3 minutes and 
then into ice water to cool rapidly.  Drain and freeze 
them relatively dried.  (I throw them in my salad 

spinner or lay them on a towel under the kitchen ceiling 

fan to dry a bit.) 

Beets are the red, bunched roots with beautiful green 
tops. Beet greens (the tops) are also edible and 
delicious and are very similar to the Swiss chard that 
you had earlier in the season. 
Now, I have not always loved beets, in fact it was not 
too long ago that I absolutely would not eat them (I 
blame my grandmother’s cooking) but a wonderful 
holistic Doctor of mine told me that “that was 
unfortunate” because I needed them at the time.  Beets 
are a powerful blood purifier and antioxidant and they 
are anti-inflammatory.  Truly too many benefits for me 
to write about today, but here is something to think 
about; historically, most medicinal plants’ are used to 
treat the organs that they resemble the most. Those 
big, blood-red beets are shouting “I am good for your 
blood and your heart!” aren’t they?  They even look like 
hearts.  Yellow beets (future delivery) are also 
beneficial, but not quite as much as the red beets. 
Beets will store for a long time if they are removed from 
their tops.  If you are not going to use the tops and the 
beets quickly, please cut the stems off and store them 
in a separate, loose plastic bag and the beets in another 
in the crisper drawer.  Spring and summer beets will 
keep for a month or more if stored properly and 
fall/winter beets will store for months!  
Not the tops though, use them as soon as possible.  Sort 
out any yellow or bad leaves, rinse and sauté them.  My 
favorite beet green recipe is on the next page.  It is 
great as a side dish with just about any meal. 
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The fragrant sweet basil is the type that is associated most 
with Italian cooking, but it is really a great addition to many 
things; tear some into a salad or salad dressing, top a pizza, 
put a few leaves on sandwich or a roll-up, chop or slice it and 
use it in a stir-fry, put a slice on a tomato with some cheese, 
crush it into some balsamic vinegar and olive oil for bread 
dipping or make pesto (recipe below).  When the tomatoes 
are plentiful, it is great for making bruschetta toppings and 
pasta dishes.  To store basil, put it into a loose plastic bag in 
the refrigerator like you do with other greens or put it in a 
vase or glass of water and pick off the leaves as you need 
them.  Keep them from getting too cold in the fridge though, 
or the leaves will turn black. (I am referring to the freeze-zone 
in the back of the fridge when it is packed full of veggies.) 

 
This dressing is great for a green bean salad.  Just pour 
some over some crisp-tender green beans and top with 
chopped tomatoes.  Garnish with some basil leaves! 
(You can us ½ a lg sweet onion in place of the shallot). 

Garlic-basil dressing 
1 clove garlic 
1 shallot 
2 tbl red wine vinegar (see note) 
1 ½ tsp salt 
1/8 tsp freshly ground black pepper 
2 tbl Dijon style mustard  
1 tbl sugar 
¾ cup canola, corn or vegetable oil (I used extra virgin olive 
oil) 
15 fresh basil leaves 
-Turn on processor with steel knife and drop garlic and shallot 
down feed tube onto spinning blade to mince.  Add vinegar, 
salt, pepper, mustard and sugar.  With processor running, 
slowly drizzle in oil.  Add basil leaves and coarsely chop with 
several on-off pulses. 

This recipe calls for 2 cups of packed basil leaves.  If you don’t 
have that much, adjust the recipe.  You really can’t mess it up. 
Pine nuts are expensive, (but delicious) and you want to, you 
can omit them or replace them with walnuts.  Pesto freezes 
really well in small containers to use later or to add to 
spaghetti sauce in the winter or when you don’t have fresh 
basil. 

 2 cups fresh basil leaves, packed 

 1/2 cup freshly grated Parmesan 

 1/2 cup extra virgin olive oil 

 1/3 cup pine nuts or walnuts 

 3 medium sized garlic cloves, minced 

 Salt and freshly ground black pepper to taste 

 Chop the basil and nuts in a small food processor for a few 
spurts, add garlic and then drizzle the oil in until it is smooth.  
Season with salt and pepper. 

 Spread on a bagel or add to pasta. 

Corn on the cob is definitely the most popular way to eat 

corn in summer and there are many ways to cook it; boil it in 
lightly salted water for 3-5 minutes, soak the husks in water 
and put it on the grill, steam it, etc., just don’t over-cook it!  
There is no reason for that.  Our favorite way to eat it on the 
cob is raw.  I know…it seems like it should be cooked, but try a 
bite once!  Yum.  For salads and corn off-the-cob, just hold the 
cob vertically and sliced the kernels off with a knife.  You can 
do this before or after cooking.  Add cut corn to salsas, 
vinaigrette salads, cooked dishes or chowders.  It is also easy 
to freeze.  If you end up with leftover cooked corn on the cob, 
just slice it off, bag it and freeze it. 

The onions in your box were just pulled from the ground this 
morning.  They are very sweet and very fresh and they are making our 
cooler smell like a burger joint!  They are not cured so it is best to use 

them a.s.a.p. or store them in the fridge.   

Zucchini vs. Summer squash 
There is often confusion about who is who here, but the 
truth is, the green zucchini and the yellow summer 
squash are virtually the same thing.  Summer squash is 
a squash and zucchini is a summer squash that is green!  
You can use either in any recipe or zucchini bread, etc., 
(unless you want green specs, then you need zucchini.   
They are prolific once they start producing, often 
getting huge overnight.   
This morning, while we were harvesting, one of our 
workers mentioned that to reduce her carbs, she uses 
summer squash/zucchini sliced into strips as a 
replacement for pasta.  She said that this works best 
with marinara-type dishes more-so than with creamy 
dishes.   
I love them sliced raw into my salads, sandwiches and 
they are my favorite pizza topping! 

Lemon-Basil Green Beans 
 pinch white sugar 

1 pound fresh green beans, 
trimmed 

2 tablespoons butter 

2 teaspoons olive oil 

3 cloves garlic, minced 

1 tablespoon lemon zest 

1/4 cup chopped fresh basil or 
parsley 

salt and pepper to taste 

1 lemon, cut into wedges 

1. Bring a large pot of salted water to a boil over high heat: 

add sugar, and beans. Cook until beans are bright green 

and tender, 3 to 5 minutes. Drain, and place in a large 

bowl of ice water to stop cooking. 

2. Combine the butter and olive oil in a large skillet over 

medium-high heat; cook until butter melts. Stir in the 

garlic; cook until pale beige and fragrant. Stir in the 

beans; cook until wilted, and garlic is dark brown, about 

4 minutes. Toss beans with parsley and lemon zest, and 

cook 1 to 2 minutes more. Season to taste with salt and 

pepper. Transfer beans to a serving dish, and garnish 

with lemon wedges. 
 


